
Lifesaving Club Report for AGM 2019 
 
Hi everyone, I am Wendy and I am one of seven adult Instructors at Lifesaving. We 
currently have 65 members aged between 8 and 18. We have 22 Rookies, 43 in the 
Survive & Save programme and 11 Assistant Instructors. Our sessions are busy – 
we regularly have more than 50 young people at the pool on a Monday evening. 
 
Although there is a serious purpose to our training – our aim for every session is that 
the lifesavers have fun. We need to run a mix of activities – different aspects of our 
training appeals to different people.  Lifesaving teaches valuable lessons but the kids 
want activities that they enjoy. We want them to come back next week! 
 
It is quite difficult to look back on 2018 and say whether we were more or less 
successful than in previous years. Success at Lifesaving is not just throwing the rope 
faster than anyone else (although we have got someone who complete a competitive 
throw in less than 14 seconds). We certainly had a number of “firsts” during 2018. 
Lucy & Sophie were National Silver medalists in their age group at the RLSS 
National Championships in Leeds– a fabulous achievement. 
Dan, Jacob and Will achieved their RLSS Distinction awards – this is the highest 
award obtainable in lifesaving and was not only a first for our club but a first for the 
whole of the North West Region! We went to New Brighton in June and, for the first 
time, practiced our lifesaving skills in the cold waters of Liverpool Bay and we 
achieved RLSS affiliated Club status (not sure what benefits that will bring us!) 
 
I am not sure whether all that is a true measure of success. I feel we achieve most 
when our lifesavers work together to learn new skills, when they help each other to 
improve. We have trained 11 new assistant Instructors during 2018. These 
youngsters (all aged 14-16) continue to give up their spare time every week to pass 
on their skills to the next generation of lifesavers. The Rookies especially love the 
skill, energy & fun these young people bring to the poolside. It is impressive to see 
their confidence grow as they plan and teach pool sessions developing skills that 
they will use for the rest of their lives.  
 
I must just mention the serious part to our club. More that half of our members are 
current holders of the Life Support or Life Support 3 qualification. They have learnt 
what to do if they discover an unconscious casualty, they practice regularly their 
response to an emergency – would you be able to communicate with an emergency 
operator and begin CPR or first aid? In addition everyone - including 8 year old -  
Layla and Ryan – know that you must never enter the water and approach a 
conscious casualty. They understand how important it is to keep themselves safe. 
 
Not everybody in the club likes to compete…but we do have some who have the 
desire and steady nerves necessary to do a competitive rope throw.  We continue to 
train for the RLSS Nationals and, for the third year in succession, have had 
lifesavers on the medal podium – no mean feat for a club who trains 1 hour per 
week.  We have had, however, very few opportunities to compete against other 
clubs. In the one and only regional competition run during 2018 we brought home 9 
medals from a possible 18 - including 4 gold.  
 
Lifesaving in the NW region is facing a difficult future. The number of clubs operating 



in the North West has significantly reduced. We are struggling to find experienced 
people to organise and run our regional competitions. Our regional committee 
struggles to get support and needs new faces, new energy and new ideas. Why is 
our club thriving when others do not? We certainly benefit from being a part of 
Northwich Centurions – Josie has been brilliant as our membership secretary and 
Ali, as our Safeguarding officer, is invaluable – thanks to both of you. Our greatest 
asset though is our team of lifesaving instructors. Unlike swimming club, we need an 
instructor on every lane; each group of lifesavers is working at a different level – 
learning a different level of detail and being taught at a pace suitable to their age and 
experience. Dave, Ruth, Bob, Kelly, Derek, Tabi and Jenny are a brilliant team – 
each bringing different skills and ways of teaching to our club. They are capable and 
enthusiastic; they do their own planning and create their own lessons – it is their skill 
and commitment that enables us to operate as we do. Thank you very much to all of 
them.  
  
To sum up – I think we have had a good year. Important skills have been taught and 
the kids have enjoyed learning them. We are now a significant part of Centurions 
both in terms of numbers of members and the financial contribution we make to the 
club. Thank you to everyone who has supported us this year. 
 
 


